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Other CSUs plan
to reduce budgets 
in different ways
Hy I’racy Condron 
Staff Writer
While Cal Poly is looking at 
the possibility of cutting some 
departments and schools to 
various degrees, other sch(K)ls 
in the CSU system are pursu­
ing different plans to deal with 
inevitable budget cuts.
“We’re cutting right across 
the board,” said William Erick­
son, vice president for Business 
and Financial Affairs at San 
Diego State University.
San Diego State is reducing 
its budget by $19 million. Their 
cuts fall into three categories: 
Academic Affairs, Business Af­
fairs and Student Affairs. Each 
category will have an 11-per- 
cent reduction in its budget, 
mainly in personnel.
Erickson said since the 
three categories encompass the 
entire school, the cuts will af­
fect all areas and not just 
.specific ones.
At CSU Chico, recommenda­
tions include the elimination of 
physical education activity 
classes such as dance, swim­
ming, golf, wrestling and field 
hockey.
“There will be no cuts in al­
gebra or geography classes or 
anything like that,” Chico’s 
Vice President for Business 
and Financial Affairs Gordon 
Fhrcho said.
Chico is proposing that 400 
class sections be cut, ad­
ministrative personnel be 
reduced, 102 part-time profes­
sors and lecturers be laid off, 
334 other personnel not be 
reappointed and 120 vacant 
positions be eliminated.
The proposed cuts will 
amount to approximately $11 
million, which is more than 10 
percent of the university’s 
budget.
CSU Long Beach has been 
discussing the budget with a 
task force of faculty, staff and 
students since February.
Long Beach State has sent 
out multiple forms to receive 
feedbiick and has scheduled 
many opportunities for people 
to voice their concerns at hear- 
in g s . L ong  B each  ad - 
mi ni strators refer to this cam­
pus discussion as the Resource 
Planning F*rocess.
The recommendations Long 
See CSC, page 12
ASI OKs ethnic committee bill
■ The Board also passes the Rec Center loan proposal in its last meeting.
By Kelli Martin
Staff Writer
In a lengthy meeting Wednes­
day night tinged with a bit of fun 
and frivolity, the ASI Board of 
Directors ended the year by pass­
ing two resolutions and a bill 
which will have substantial sig­
nificance to the Cal Poly campus.
With emotions running high. 
Board members complemented 
and thanked each other on a 
year filled with hard work, great 
experience and fun.
Adam Taylor, ASI president,
said “I would like to thank 
everyone for a g(X)d year, it was a 
most enjoyable one. I had a real­
ly good time this year. I learned 
a lot, and I thank all of you for 
contributing to that.”
Mark Denholm, ASI chairman 
of the board, felt that ASI had 
taught him a lot and had built up 
his self-confidence.
“I think everybody here deser­
ves a round of applause for the 
contribution they’ve made be­
cause it is quite a dedication to 
the students of Cal Poly,” 
Denholm said.
Action for the evening 
centered on the issues of cultural 
relations and a new recreation 
center on campus.
A revised version of a bill 
which would establish a Cultural 
R elations C om m ittee was 
presented to the Board and was 
passed unanimously.
Thking the Board’s sugges­
tions from previous meetings, 
the writers of the bill added two 
“student at large” positions to 
the original resolution to provide 
students of the ethnic majority 
See ASI, page 12
Pulitzer Prize winner 
is graduation speaker
■ Journalist to touch on diversity in society.
By Shea Roberl.s 
Staff Writer
A La)s Anfit’les T\mes reporter 
and Pulitzer Prize winner will be 
the featured speaker for Cal 
Poly’s 1991 Spring Commence­
ment on Saturday, June 15.
George Ramos, a 1969 jour­
nalism graduate, was co-editor of 
27-part series in the Los Anf^eles 
Times on Southern California’s 
Latino community that won a 
Pulitzer Prize Gold Medal for 
meritorious public service in 
1984.
Riimos, a 43-year-old general 
ar.!;ignment reporter on the 
newspaper’s “Metro” sUtff, will 
address both the 10 a.m. and 4 
p.m. ceremonies in Mustang 
Stadium. lie said that simply at­
tending the ceremony will have a 
special significance.
“This really closes a chapter of 
my life for me, because I didn’t 
go through (commencement) 
ceremonies when I graduated (in 
December 1969),” Ramos siiid in 
a telephone interview Wednes­
day.
.See RAVIO.S, page 12
__
COURTESY LOS ANGELES TIMES
George Ramos
HP-*' Í  A k Kapic plans to 
active, accessible 
as ASI president
By Kelli Marlin
Staff Writer
HANS HESS/Mustang Daily
ASI’s president-elect Dave Kapic hopes to keep his feet on the ground during his term next year. The industrial 
technology senior, from Lodi, Calif., says he thrives on stress and challenges.
He was a first-tr*am, all-league football piayer 
at his high school in Lodi, Calif.
But when Irniking at the sleek, well-mannered 
and business-oriented Cal Poly student now, no
“I have a lot of people around 
me, that if they ever thought 
my head was getting big, I’d 
get a big kick in the butt.”
— Dave Kapic
one would ever guess he had been a 200-pK)und 
center.
Maybe the position helped Dave Kapic, next 
year’s ASI president, to develop the sense of con­
trol and self-confidence which seems to surround 
him. Or maybe it stemmed from the fact that 
Kapic has had to work harder than most at
Sec KAPIC, page 9
Extra:
Mustang Daily 
will be printing a special 
edition on Monday 
prompted by the 
late budget-cut decision.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
No meeting for 
The Poly Review
On June 6, it came to my 
attention that a small-minded 
person had put up flyers 
regarding a bogus Poly 
Review meeting.
I want to make it unam­
biguously clear that Tlu> Poly 
Review is holding no such 
meeting and the Review 
deplores the ideas the flyer 
espoused.
The Poly Review has taken 
a stance against the ad­
ministration’s preferential 
treatment policy. The Poly 
Review supports the idea of 
equal o p p o rtu n ity  for 
everyone. VVe adamantly op­
pose racism.
A cursory l(X)k at The Poly 
Re'view shows that the ideas 
of the flyer are mutually ex­
clusive to the ideas of the 
Review. I pay a small fortune 
to print a brilliant syndicated 
columnist, Thomas Sowell, 
who happens to be black. I 
personally guaranteed a 
spokesperson for the Ethnic 
¡Diversity Coalition, Franco 
Consolation, that I would 
print an article of his in the 
last issue. I have invited all 
clubs, including ethnic clubs, 
to submit news about their 
club for publication.
I do not believe that these 
cheap tactics are the endemic 
of the administration or any 
of the groups that have differ­
ing points of view. Their tac­
tics can be attributed to 
cowardess and narrow-min­
dedness.
Mathew K. Higbce
The Poly Review  editor
A thank you to 
Poly ‘P’ helpers
The Poly “P” has come to 
symbolize more than pride. 
It’s surface is transformed 
from time to time to reflect 
opinions, celebrations and or­
ganizations. All this publicity 
is great, however, if there is 
no one cleaning up, the “P” 
begins to deteriorate.
In response to overwhelm­
ing support to keep the “P,” 
the ASI Administrative Com­
mission devised a plan that 
would keep the “P” clean. The 
plan called for volunteers to 
adopt the “P” for a month. In 
adopting the “P,” organiza­
tions agreed to spend a 
weekend cleaning the area 
and whitewashing the “P” if 
necessary. The Poly “P” Thsk 
Force would like to thank 
those organizations who 
adopted the “P” during the 
academic year.
We thank: Theta Xi frater­
nity, the Poly Phase club. 
Financial Management As- 
s(K’iation, Alpha Omicron Pi 
sorority. Kappa Alpha Theta 
sorority, Nu Kappa Alpha 
fraternity and the Cultural 
Architecture Students As­
sociation.
Thanks again, and we l(K)k 
forward to your support next 
year. Organizations inter­
ested in adopting the “P,” con­
tact the ASI office.
Nicole Brown 
Poly “ P” Task P’orce
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A letter to General Schwarzkopf
By Bryan Kennedy
Editor’s Note: This is an open letter and reply 
to General Schwarzkopfs invitation to par­
ticipate in a parade to welcome home the tnx)ps 
from the Persian Gulf.
Dear General Schwarzkopf,
As a Vietnam veteran like yourself, I ap­
preciate your offer to include me in the upcom­
ing Desert Storm victory parade on June 4. 
However, I am going to respectfully decline the 
invitation to take a part in the line of march. 
This should in no way be construed as disrespect 
to you or the men and women under your com­
mand who executed, with admirable skill and 
proficiency, the military campaign in the Persian 
Gulf.
One of the reasons I can’t attend is that I am 
currently enrolled as an undergraduate at 
California Polytechnic State University, San 
Luis Obispo, California.
Don’t feel like the Lone Ranger if you don’t 
know where San Luis Obispo is, but last year it 
was judged the best small town to live in the 
United States. It also boasts the most famous 
urinal between San Francisco and Los Angeles, 
a fact you might want to take note of if you plan 
on traveling Highway 101.
Several Cal Poly students and graduates 
served under you in Desert Storm. One was even 
featured on the cover of the school newspaper in 
front of a bomb-laden fighter jet with a note 
saying that he was personally delivering the 
bombs to Saddam Hussein for the students here.
A great many students on campus objected to 
their being included in this Marine pilot’s ex­
ploits. Many more students wrote highly intel­
ligent and humanistically impassioned opinion 
pieces and letters to the editor in that very same 
paper arguing against U.S. military intervention 
on the Gulf.
Curiously enough, one of the few prowar ar­
ticles, and the only one to be totally devoid of 
even the slightest shred of civilized values, was 
written by a journalism professor who urged the 
slaughter of Iraqi children out of the right side of 
his mouth while promoting the sale of yellow rib­
bon memorabilia out of the left.
Tb be sure, there were a few frat boys who 
made the local papers and television doing taste­
less parodies of the Iwo Jima flag raising on 
Mount Suribachi. These staunch defenders of
freedom, democracy and “kick butt” chic would 
have been there with you in the sand of Arabia 
had they not been so busy doing homework, 
reading Penthouse and “pounding bevies."
When I returned to the continental United 
States from Vietnam after my tour as a Platoon 
sergeant with the First and Third Marine 
Division in 1967 and 1968, the last thing I 
wanted was a parade. After being strip-searched 
on Okinawa for Viet Cong ears and skulls, 
amateur photos of dead guerrilla or Marines and 
contraband hand granades, my hope was to be­
come assimilated back into society as quickly as 
possible.
Twenty-three years later I am still trying to 
fit in, to make sense out of the death of 58,000 
young American men and women in the prime of 
their lives along with the 3 million Vietnamese 
souls who were lost.
Are they a part of the “Vietnam Syndrome” 
that you and Resident Bush say has been ob­
viated by Desert Storm? What about the 477,000 
of my comrades that the Veteran’s Administra­
tion says are still “psychiatrically incapacitated” 
by the horrors they bore witness to in Nam? Has 
Desert Storm bought their sanity back?
What about the 300,000 combat vets from 
Vietnam who are or have been languishing in 
this country’s jails and prisons over the last 25 
years? Are they going to get passes and fur­
loughs to march? Has Desert Storm restored 
their good name?
And what of all those homeless vets that are 
said to account for nearly 40 percent of those 
destitute individuals lining up daily outside this 
country’s soup kitchens, rescue missions and 
overnight shelters? Has Desert Storm imbued 
once proud soldiers, sailors, airman and Marines 
with a new sense of dignity?
I do not begrudge you a parade General, 
please do not begrudge me my peace. Vietnam 
was not a “Desert Storm,” it was a jungle 
nightmare that will haunt the political sleeping 
psyche of this nation forever, as well it should.
I have plans for June 8. I am going to a party 
for student volunteers of the campus radio sta­
tion. Yrung people who are so beautiful and 
filled with life ...just like my fallen buddies in 
Vietnam.
Bryan Kennedy is a nutritional science senior. 
He served with the Marines in Vietnam from 
1967 to 1968.
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World
China criticizes Hong 
Kong’s approval of bill
BEIJING (AP) — China today criticized 
the Hong Kong legislature’s approval of a bill 
of rights meant to safeguard human rights 
after the British colony comes under Chinese 
rule in 1997.
Foreign! Ministry spokesman Duan Jin 
told a weekly briefing that the measure 
would adversely affect Hong Kong’s Basic 
Law, the constitution under which China 
will govern Hong Kong after 1997.
“The British side has insisted on making 
a bill of rights for Hong Kong,” Duan said. 
“The Chinese side regrets this and reserves 
the right to examine at an appropriate time 
after 1997 the laws currently in force in 
Hong Kong, including this bill of rights.”
Gangster gets violent 
to protest news story
TOKYO (AP) — A gangster smashed 
telephones and windows and knocked down 
lockers in a local bureau of Japan’s largest 
newspaper Thursday to protest a story about 
his boss’ arrest, police said.
A police official, speaking on condition of 
anonymity, said Atsuo Sakurai, 42, was ar­
rested on a nearby street after his rampage 
in the Yokosuka bureau of the national 
newspaper Yomiuri Shimbun.
The bureau’s three reporters were out at 
the time, and a female clerk in the office was 
uninjured, he added.
Police said Sakurai demanded to know 
why the Yomiuri wrote about the arrest of 
his boss, Tbshio Matsumoto, who heads the 
Matsumoto-gumi, a group affiliated with one 
of Japan’s largest underworld syndicates.
Nation State
AIDS keeps spreading TV station wants to 
10 years after detection televise executions
ATLANTA — Ten years after the first 
mysterious cases were diagpiosed in gay men 
in Los Angeles, the U.S. AIDS epidemic is in­
creasing fastest among heterosexuals and 
Southerners.
Experts are holding out little hope of im­
provement in this decade.
The U.S. AIDS case count stands at more 
than 179,000, with more than 113,000 — six 
out of 10 — already dead, the national 
Centers for Disease Control reported 
Thursday.
It was 10 years ago this week that the 
CDC first reported a mysterious cluster of 
rare pneumonia cases among male 
homosexuals in Los Angeles. The pneumonia 
turned out to be a symptom of what would be 
called  acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome, which has infected an estimated 
10 million people worldwide.
Astronauts may make 
spacewalk to fix door
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — NASA 
told Columbia’s astronauts Thursday they 
may have to make an emergency spacewalk 
as early as this weekend to fix a l(X)se seal on 
the space shuttle’s cargo bay doors.
A special team of engineers was conduct­
ing tests to determine whether the flapping 
weatherstripping will prevent the doors from 
closing tightly at the end of the mission.
“There are no real concerns that we 
couldn’t today, right now if we needed to, 
crush that seal and latch the d(x>rs down,”
Sec NATION, page 10
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — It’s been 133 
years since California held an execution and 
invited everyone.
But if public television station KQED has 
its way, people will get a televised, front-row 
glimpse of San Quentin’s gas chamber in ac­
tion the next time a prisoner is put to death.
Final arguments in a federal trial on the 
issue are scheduled for Friday. KQED is 
challenging the prison’s ban on cameras at 
executions and the way in which news or­
ganizations are chosen to cover the grim 
events.
“Where it stands now, for the first time in 
California history there won’t be any 
reporters at the next execution,” said Wil­
liam B. Turner, the lawyer representing 
KQED.
Sick cafeteria worker 
may have infected kids
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) — Several 
hundred students at Piedmont Hills High 
School may have been exposed to hepatitis- 
A, a virus that attacks the liver, county 
health officials have warned.
A cafeteria worker was diagnosed May 31 
with the virus and may have been contagious 
for more than 10 days, officials said Wednes­
day.
Students who ate salad on May 23 are 
urged to get in(x;ulations of immune serum 
globulin, or ISG, as soon as possible.
“It’s mainly just a precaution,” said Marty 
Fenstersheib, a deputy health officer for 
Santa Clara county. “You just never know 
what the level of risk will be.”
REUTÎ0NSHIPS
Coming home: 
facing changes, 
losing freedom
By Cindy Lee
Staff Writer
Sometimes going home for 
the summer can be frustrat­
ing. Many of your memories 
of home may have changed. 
You may find yourself giving 
up your freedom and indepen­
dence at your parents re­
quest.
Jim Aiken, a Cal Poly 
counselor, says going home 
can be like going backward in 
time. “Going home is like 
going back to the womb,” he 
said. “You are looking for the 
stability and security that 
was there before you left.” 
Don’t be surprised if you 
don’t find what you remember 
when you go home, he said. 
“In reality, the most consis­
tent thing in life is change,” 
he said. “It usually doesn’t 
happen that you find what 
was there when you left.” 
When you go home for the 
summer, it is easy to lose the 
independence and autonomy 
one tries so hard to build at 
Set* HO.ME, page 4
STOP!!
Before you rent from any one else, 
come see why MURRAY STREET STATION apartments 
has one of the best student return rates of any student housing complex in town.
Don't get caught paying premium rates for a poor selection!
Come check out our newly furnished apartments and avoid the confusion & hassle of
shopping at the last minute.
caooEGM/ 0 g  etiDPcaiJ
1262 Murray Avenue, 541-3856
College Book Company Presents
............  JOIN US ............
STOP THE WASTE OF STUDENT MONEY
The ASI Executive Director has been wasting student money:
• Personnel expenses will be over $1.5 million next year.
• The Galerie has a budget over $100,000
• The proposed Rec. Center costs each of us $74 a year.
We can do better for his $69,000 salary plus benefits.
Join us in a petition drive for an ASI referendum election to 
repeal the action of the ASI Board of Directors giving the ASI 
Director a new three-year contract. Last year's ASI Board of 
Directors extended his contract for only one year instead of 
giving him the normal three-year contract.
Help make this his last year.
Sign the petition in the UU plaza Monday 11-1.
In front of El Corral Bookstore 
June 10-14, 8:00 am-4:00 pm
On the lawn near Engr. West 
June 10-14, 8:30 am-3:30 pm
9
COUPONS EVERY 10 MINUTES
Free slice of Backstage Pizza 
with purchasjB of medium drink.
f $ S ’
At two locations during finals
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Co-op program braces for cuts
■  The Cooperative Education service may face a 60-percent reduction.
By Jeff Krump 
Staff Writer______
The Cal Poly Cooperative 
Education Program will be 
receiving about a 60 percent cut 
in funds next year, if the current 
budget-cut proposal is passed.
“The cuts will be devastating 
to the services the co-op program 
provides,” said one co-op coor­
dinator.
The reduction in funds will 
result in three of five cooperative 
coordinators being laid off. Next 
year, two coordinators will be 
providing services to the 50 
departments on campus.
“There is no way two coor­
dinators can do the work of five 
without traumatically affecting 
the program,” said Alex Miller, a 
co-op coordinator.
“We may have to do business 
a little differently than we’ve 
been doing it,” said Martin 
Shibata, the assistant director of 
the Co-op Program. Shibata said 
some responsibilities will be 
transferred to the academic 
schools on campus.
“It’s too early to tell what im­
pact the transfer will have on 
students,” said Richard Equinoa,
director of the Co-op program.
“The level of service will be 
close to nonexistent (compared 
with today’s service),” Miller 
said. He said Poly will still have 
a campus-wide co-op program 
but that it will be mainly for en­
gineering students.
The co-op program was 
founded more than 20 years ago 
by Fred Abitia as strictly an en­
gineering program. Abitia ex­
panded it to a service for the en­
tire campus in 1981.
Miller said the many contacts 
developed with engineering com­
panies over the years have made 
it easier to place engineering stu­
dents. Miller also said engineer­
ing students’ skills make them 
easier to place.
“Liberal Arts and Agriculture 
students will not be served as ef­
fectively,” Shibata said.
Co-op education representa­
tives were offered a chance to 
meet with Robert Koob, the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, 
to present reasons why cuts to 
their program should be reduced. 
Miller said co-op representatives 
will not meet with Koob because 
they have nothing new to
present.
He said co-op representatives 
have argued that the program is 
not a drain on university resour­
ces, but actually makes money. 
One example o f retaining 
revenue that Miller cited was 
when students go on co-ops, they 
pay tuition but don’t use univer­
sity facilities.
“Cooperative education is 
directly in line with the leam- 
by-doing motto of Cal Poly,” said 
Jim Donnell, co-op coordinator. 
“It’s a natural and important ex­
tension to what is done on cam­
pus,”
About 900 students par­
ticipated in the Co-op Program 
each of the last three years.
Paul Heidesch, a business 
junior, used co-op services during 
winter quarter.
“Co-op program helps you 
land jobs without going out there 
on your own,” he said. “It’s a 
dog-eat-dog world.”
Heidesch said the Co-op 
Program helped his interviewing 
skills, helped him create a 
resumé and helped him make 
connections in the business 
world.
HOME
From page 3
college. At home, “you have to 
give up your independence as 
soon as a parent asks you where 
you are going and when you’ll be 
home,” Aiken said.
After being away from home 
for a time, you may feel as if your 
relationship with your parents 
has changed. You may feel you 
have more of a friendship than a 
parent-child relationship. This 
may be true, said Aiken, until 
they want you to do something or 
answer to them. “At this point, 
you become the child again,” he 
said.
Aiken says that although you 
have spent a year or more away 
from home, doing your own 
thing, building your autonomy, 
“your parents, until their dying 
day, will see you as their child.”
At home for summer vacation, 
you may also lose your indepen­
dence to a job, Aiken said. “You 
are required to be somewhere at 
a certain time, whereas at 
school, you don’t really have to 
go to class if you don’t feel like 
it,” he said.
“The university doesn’t act 
like parents,” Aiken said. The 
university doesn’t tell you what 
to do, except maybe that you 
can’t drink alcohol on campus 
and that you must wear clothes 
to school, he said.
“The more time you spend 
away from home, the harder it is 
to go back,” Aiken said.
“Many times students go back 
home for the summer for finan­
cial reasons,” he said. This looks 
good on paper — free rent and 
home cooked meals, but the
reality is chores and respon­
sibilities, he said.
Aiken says being a student is 
“cush” as compared to going 
home for the summer.
Sometimes students would 
rather stay at school than go 
home and face curfews and ques­
tions from their parents, he said. 
Some students make excuses to 
stay at school for the summer, 
Aiken said.
“They tell their parents they 
can only get the classes they 
need during the summer 
quarter,” he said.
Aiken has some advice for 
those students who are going 
home for the summer.
“Don’t go back with the myth 
that things are going to be the 
sam e. E x p ecta tion s  have 
changed on both sides.”
SANDS LIQUOR & DELI
Many thanks toCongratulations 
to this year's grads
Denise Watte 
Jodi Keith 
Jon Botch 
Coby Naess 
Melissa Flory 
Kenny Macleod 
Christen Boldt 
JiU Robb 
Gina Tompkins 
Roberto Berentsen 
Lori Rivera 
Doug Rocha 
Bob Enders 
Bill I lales 
Kristen Slosek 
Gary Howard 
Mark Armstrong 
Crissy Connich 
Nicole Bell 
Caroline Vosloh 
Schannon Mohamed 
Brad Van Lobo’-'^ els 
Amy Adair 
Scott Kelly 
Chris Soderguist 
James Gama 
Jill Zak
Julie Thompson 
Dard Randall-Freeland 
Hardy Vestal
SANDS
l i q u o r  ( E h  d e l i
 
these clubs for their 
continued support
Ski Qub 
Sigma Chi 
Ag. Bus. Mgt. Qub 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Rodeo Qub 
SAM
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Beta Theta Pi 
AMA 
ÑAMA
Construction Mgt.
Wildflower Triathlon
Football
Baseball
Girl's Softball
Girl's Basketball
Men's Cross Country
Soccer
Volleyball
1930 A Monterey Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
805-549-8101
Thanks to all our customers, we had a CTeat 90-91 school year! Have 
a great summer and we'll see you in September. We'll miss all you 
graduates...good luck with your new careers!
Co ngratulatíons 
Graduates
Celebrate with friends and family 
at The Inn At Morro Bay Ballroom. 
Sumptuous Buffet Dinner $18.50 
per person.
Reservations recommended. Please call 772-5651
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HD students, faculty 
express fears about 
budget-cut proposal
By Michele Morris
Staff Writer
The School of Professional 
Studies will be one of the hardest 
hit if President Warren Baker 
approves the current budget-cut 
proposals.
According to budget proposal 
text, all of the departments in 
the school may be moved to dif­
ferent schools, or cut entirely. 
The human development depart­
ment — in the worst possible 
case — would suffer a move and 
faculty cuts. Both students and 
faculty of that department have 
expressed some concerns.
Students are worried and 
faculty members are just hoping 
for the best possible results.
•Lisa Thomas, a human 
development senior, is worried 
that she won’t be able to get the 
classes she needs to graduate. 
She said that she d(x*sn’t under­
stand why the department will 
have to suffer cuts. “We are a 
very important and productive 
department, and it shows,” she 
said.
Thomas said she knows that 
faculty members are supportive 
of the students and that they will 
do what they can to help the stu­
dents.
“It’s a real shame that we’re 
going to lose our part-time staff 
members and lecturers,” she 
said.
•Stephanie Urmos, a human 
development senior, is also wor­
ried about getting the classes 
that she needs, even though she 
only has a few left to take. “I 
haven’t gotten classes in the past 
because of budget cuts,” she said. 
“I don’t want that to happen 
again.”
She is also worried that if the
department suffers major cuts, 
her bachelor’s degree will not be 
highly regarded.
“The whole thing concerns 
me,” she said.
•Shannon Seymour, a human 
development senior, said she 
feels well informed because her 
teachers discuss the proposed 
cuts during her classes. She, like 
Thomas, is concerned about 
losing quality teachers. “I’m real­
ly curious about how it (the 
budget cuts) will affect us in the 
future,” she said.
•Fred Stultz, psychology and 
human development professor, 
said, “My concern is that if cuts 
were made, decisions would be 
based upon cost-effectiveness is­
sues. There are programs that 
aren’t very cost-effective that 
have been left virtually un­
scathed by the budget cutting 
process.
“Those programs are being 
given preferential treatment and 
some programs are being dis­
criminated against because they 
are deemed less desirable simply 
because of someone’s opinion.”
Stultz said he thinks that the 
classes will be larger and they 
will be more difficult to enroll in, 
and therefore, students’ gradua­
tion dates will be delayed.
“Students should be lobbying 
and calling Sacramento asking 
for money for education,” he said.
•Laura Freberg, psychology 
and human development profes­
sor and next year’s department 
head, served on the Academic 
Program Review Task Force. She 
has a more positive outlook on 
the situation than most people.
“I’m not concerned about 
changing schools. We’ll go to 
either Science and Math or 
See HD, page 8
"We have not 
forgotten"
About 100 people 
attended a 
candlelight vigil 
Tuesday to honor 
those who were killed 
during the violent 
crackdown on Pro- 
democracy 
demonstrators in 
Tiananmen Square on 
June 4, 1989. Event co­
coordinator Corey 
Wong (right) 
addressed the crowd 
as did SLO Mayor Ron 
Dunin. A 8-foot by 3- 
foot banner displayed 
the theme of the vigil.
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Photos by 
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Call Subway for a GIANT PARTY SUB. 
You tell us how long you want 
your PARTY SUB-and we’ll make it
THE PERFECT WAY 
TO FEED A GRADUATION PARTY!
‘ Advance notice required.
793 Foothill 
Foothill Plaza 
543-3399
185 Higuera 
Higuera & Madonna 
541-0855
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DIAMOND BACK
n i s h i k i
c ^ I c ^ c / «
PROUD SPONSOR OF THE
\
CAL POLY WHEELMEN!!!
(JD  LL  ^rÎiUlIp-ÙOLL^
C  C-|cl )|i||(;'
AFP-drads Thanx for the years 
of support, memories & most of 
all friendship. Good LuckI 1*11 
miss voul Love, Chrissie
Congrats Martha & Oscar!! 
You survived! -L o ve  Paige
Kathy Rogers- 
Congratulations on your 
success and good luck in 
everything you set out to do!
I'll miss you very much!! 
Love Always, Your Little Bro 
P.S.-We better start the hunt!
RICKY-WISHING YOU ALL THE 
SUCCESS IN THE WORLD-l*M VERY 
PROUD OF YOU! LOVE MICHELE
AO GRADUATES!!
CONGRATS! We are all so proud 
of youM Love, your A<t> sisters
6 1 ^
«ä W i m  if/
/
DOUGLAS
JEN & JILL
It's BEEN A CRAZY 3 YEARS 
I LL MISS YOU TONS, 
ESPECIALLY YOUR EVIL TWINS.
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING. 
GOOD-LUCK & LOTS OF LOVE I 
LAURA
DOUG & BRIDGET
A  SIT WITH YOU
NOW REMEMBER,
TO BEHAVE IN
FRONT OF THE TAXPAYERS!?! ^  t t
l o v e . FLESHNER C c l c l : > l c l l C
We made it! Thanks for 
all the memories -  Poly Royal 
booth, CIPA, Farmers', Waddlebu 
M.D., too many banquets, SPJ. 
my favorite nickname, lunches, et 
I know we'll keep in touch.. 
Love, Fleshner
<' r
C c ic b k ilc
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ROOMIES!
Congrats Lara. Kerry, Jen & Sharon 
Thanx for all the memories; our 
sizzlerfests, etc! We made it!
C
GAIL DAVIDS 
JERRY BRO'
Congratulations from yi 
roommates Jessica and C
* ^  '
(T'A.
" ^1; MIKE WEISER
AND
JANENE SNEDEKER
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU. 
THE AD REP MEETINGS JUST WONT BE 
THE SAME WE KNOW YOU'LL DO 
GREAT! LEE AND STAN
CRISTI & CAPRI
CONGRATULATOINS 
I'LL MISS YOU 
Love, your Lil' Sis
VOLXCS''--^ '-'
Y«>-'
We CAME...
We CONQUERED...
WE RE OUTTA HERE!! 
Congrats Reshner & Adrian & Doug 
for getting your J-degrees 
while they're still giving 
of |ithem out! Best luck!
KATHY C
ANi
LAURA FL
THE CLASSIFIE 
WONT BE THE SAM 
WATCH O IT  FRANt 
MUSTAI
Cclcbtcilr Mom&Dad Morris
YOU ARE THE BEST PARENTS! 
THANKS FOR GIVING ME A GREAT 
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE. 
THANKS FOR FLYING OUT FROM 
HOLLAND! I LOVE YOU'
LOVE «4
C c lc b k ilr
TANIA ZIEGERT 
u* ^,o"fl''«fulation8 and 
Go<^ Luck with avarything! Wa'ra 
9 '« ' y o V  ^  «ticking arour^  for 
a whila! Lova Cathy & Suaia
UOi
BRIDGET, KATY 
and NOELLE-
Thanx for 5 years of unforgettable 
memories!
Congrats & cheers to us all- 
Janene
K2-A MUPPET WITH A MASTERS! 
I'M PROUD OF MY REAL A4> SIS! 
I LOVE YOU, BEBE
JODI
HUGS, HATS 4 CONGRATS 
LOVE THE GIRLS IN G.B.
LORI MOROSETTI, CHRIS ZALOKAR. 
SABRINA GARCIA, TERRI SMITH. 
JAMIE HOWARD. Gl PAOLETTI, 
BETSY KENNEDY 4 CAROLINE VOSLOH 
LOVE, YOUR A-PHI SISTERS!
OH QUEEN TARA
YOU WONDERFULLY INTIMIDATING 
ESTEEMED EDITRESS. CONGRATULA- 
lONS! YOU ARE A PHOTO MAJOR AT 
HE ART. (YOU WERE BRAINWASHED) 
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HUMOR - NOT! 
AH HAH! SUMMER WILL BE FUN' - LES
ADRIAN!
Tete De Poisson
LES MEMOIRES! 
NOUS AURIONS DU ELOPER PARCE 
OUE JE NE PEUX PAS ATTENDRE. 
JE T'AIME (EELY) - LESLIE
DOUG SCO! I POLINE STEVE BETSY 
LANI SHERRY 4 KEVIN CONGRATS 
GOODBYE SHUMAN GOD BLESS U ALL 
LUV RAMONA STACEY KATHY ELAINE
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GRi 
OF DELTA UPSILON. 
Andy 4  Andy, Jans, Brad, Scot 
Mark. Bobby, Matt.
Good luck in tha real world. 
SUCKERS!!!
PARTY ON BB YOU'RE STOKFDi v rv  i
a r e  a  g r e a t  SICTEH L O T E ÎjE E â i l l
C c lt 'b k iic
We're'stil! in shock. 
Lowe, G 4 S
v <
1 ^  Wft
Rick Clark-
Congratulations to tha 
sweatast guy I know!
Good luck in avarything!
I'll miss you vary much!! 
Lova Always, Your confusad Bud 
P.S.-You'ra an awasoma friand!
RMT WELL150NE! NOW YOU CAN ENJOY 
THE MONEY. LOVE DEM CONGRATULATIONS FUNNY BUNNY! LOVE POOKEY BEAR AND WHITEY
CHEESEBURGER 
PRINCESS & ALL 
WISHING YOU 
EVERYTHING WE 
WENT THRU THIS 
YEAR
LOVE TARA
^^Ich ic
GOOD JOB SCOTT SCHRIEFER!! 
YOUR HARD WORK HAS FINALLY 
PAID OFF! I AM VERY PROUD OF 
YOU BUDDY- LOVE ALWAYS, JODI
J/ci/C
FISHHEAD
Lc
CJayPee
Congrats!
you can ilbrk on youNow v>6r r tan! 
Love, Garrett
SHAWNMAN"BEAR" 
BERBEREIA-GET 
READY TO RAGE!
FROM THE GULF ST BOYS
WE MADE IT!
from GrC and Math to Jour and 
the over-wonderful M.D. Who 
knows where we'll be a year 
from now??
EELY! MR. EGO
EELEN
Congratulado 
luck wHh lil 
world. Formi
i l ) §
JEF-hREYI
WE RE SO PROUD OF YOU! 
l o v e , m o m , d a d . KIM, KEN. MEME, 
UNCLE WILL AND LORI
RODNEY GANTAN
YOU'VE EARNED YOUR GRADUATION 
AND YOUR MILKY CEREAL BABY! 
LOVE. YOUP LIL’ PHREAK ADELL
Coni^Qratulations Kathy Sampell
You did It! Good Luck in
Kentucky. Luv ya babe. -Karin
;0N
A/N
3ur
narles
DARRIN H.
YEAH! YOU DID IT!
YOU ARE A VERY SPECIAL FRIEND! 
HANGING OUT HAS BEEN GREAT!
I KNOW YOUR FUTURE HOLDS A LOT 
OF EXCITING ADVENTURES! ENJOY! 
CONGRATULATIONS!
LOVE, KATH:)
IRENE DEGUZMAN
No more AERO or IE labs. YEAH! 
Save me a spot on Donahue, O K.??
Ccicljkilc
DI & GREG
WE ALL SURVIVED WITHOUT 
KILLING EACH OTHER. I’LL MISS 
YA BOTH! -LOVE MARCIA
(
Ccicl )kl'C
QL: 1-tiUlIp.LLO Lljs"
'GOOD JOB NICK! YOU FINALLY DID 
IT! 62. 63, 67. 67, 62 "U"
pNLAN
EISCHER
0 DESK JUST 
E WITHOUT YOU! 
:E AND SUMMER401 ;)
SUE-LA.
Wh-Wh-Wh, Who me? You did itll 
• J g B M   ^ Congrats! Love, Merry, Ke! & Lisa
.  ' * - V . (
ASI CONCERTS would like to 
congratulate a few members.
LAURA GLEN 
CRAIG GODWIN 
TAMARA BAGGETT
GOOD LUCK you will be missed!
»
C c ' I c b i c i l c
. .-7
AOII- Congrats to all our rad 
graduates- YOU MADE IT! LUV, AOU
AFP 
LOUIE SOUSA 
WE’LL MISS YOU 
BUT NOT YOUR 
SHPEIGA OR 
YOUR GAS! 
Love.ThePalentas 
KRIS AND KATHY
C d e l Mile
•
JAMES, Congratulations! 
You've made your final kick 
down the homestretch. Wish I 
was there. Have fun! Tracy
C c
\VC
Flint & Jeff
UNBEUEVABLE!
W ell miss you! 
Love.the girls of the court
„'7
Rachelle
You made it! Congrats! Love, Brian
X?
>s
SHANNON FIFE
YOU HAVE BEEN AN AWESOME 
ROOMMATE! WE WILL ALL MISS 
YOU DEARLY! EVERYTIME WE GO 
TO BACKSTAGE WE’LL THINK OF 
OUR UTTLE PIZZA GODDESS! 
GOOD LUCK! THE LEONA GIRLS
PAWS
Congrats, now you can wear your 
Alumni sweatshirt 
Love your favorite little sis' 
lex and Wilma
LESTER
In the beoinning you were there... 
(Dorm lite; wafer down the hall, 
"who's there?", Peewie Herman, etc.) 
and all through out you were there, 
through all the good times and sad 
times(Boy! this Is sounding corny!!) 
You are a great friend! Thanks for 
EVERYTHIhTG! Don’t stress! ENJOY! 
Australia! You're future will work 
itself out!
Love va! KATH
GOOD LUCK
GRADUATING AFB MEMBERS' 
91-'92 Executive Beard
CONGRATS MOE!
from Larry and Curly
WEN
OUR HERO! 
E A BAILEY
JEFF LEWIS
HAPPY GRADUATION 4 THANKS FOR 
MY HAPPIEST 2 YEARS! 
YOU’RE THE BEST, BABE! LOVE, M
BLOND
WHITCHM
S.S.S LUVS U
ffc
JOHN SHEPLER
Don't worry, I’m not going to 
say anything STUPID or MUSHY. 
-Your Favorite Person 
NO IT’S NOT TRACY
Ccicbkilc
<
KORA, can you believe it? Five 
years later...Yosem.Snu.Theta, 
PolyR, 4 London too! Thank you
for a!l 
the
vour support! You are 
9St!!! Love, WREN
Cam & JTR 
5’ve come a long 
way since 
Doom! You made 
it! Congrats 
3 you always, Ang
BETA
GRADS!
Keep The Faith 
-Wise Guy
Congratulations Niffer! 
You’ve always made me proud to 
be your sister. I know youll 
go all the way. I love you, 
Shmoo
OWEN MCDERMOTT
YOU’VE WORKED HARD, DESERVE A 
BREAK, AND A JOB! THE FUN ONLY 
BEGINS FOR US NOW. I AM VERY 
PROUD OF YOU.
I LOVE YOU-AMY
JEFF DYE
^ AWESOME JOB BIG BROTHE R
MISS YOU, LOVE PAMMY
Cclcbicilc
KA© GRADS
Remember, from learning by 
doing to earning by doing! 
Otherwise we'll just see each 
other in the unemployment line... 
Embassy Suites will never forget 
us after June 151 Love, Laura F.
BETH
ind best of 
the real 
SG, Amy
2K GRADUATES!
Congratulations! We are proud 
of you arrd well miss you tons.
Tara-
I'm so glad you finally graduated. 
Monroe
SPORTS GUY, 
LADY LESHLEE, 
QUEEN TARA & 
ALL MD GRADS 
WE STILL HAVE 
TOTAL SAY 
LOVE - MD STAFF
p p s *
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ARENA SPORTSWEAR
Special Group
MEN’S ARENA 
COMPEflTION 
SUWIM WEAR
Special Group
WOMEN’S
ARENA
COMPE­
TITION
Special Croup
ARENA
SWIM GOGGLES
NIKE 
AIR CRAFT
Full length
ETONIC
K5000
Stable Air 
cushioning
CONVERSE 
TRIPLE DOUBLE 
MID
Full grain leather 
upper. Available 
in Black 
or White
NIKE AIR 
WINDRUNNER
Black leather/m ssh 
upper. Air 
sole cush 
ioning. 
Disc, 
style
L.A. GEAR 
STAR SHOOTER 
HIGH
Leather 
upper. 
Airsole 
insert 
.system
NIKE 
QUANTUM FORCE 
LOW
L.A. GEAR LAOV 
WORKOUT HIKER
BLACK 
[ Fashionable 
lightweight
L.A. GEAR LAOV 
BREAKERS HI
. Fashionable
NIKE KIO’S 
CROSSTRAINER 
LOW
^Leather upper 
cross 
trainer. 
Sites 
1 6
NIKE KIO’S 
FRONT COURT 
HIGH
Leather
OOORBUSTER
S p ec ia l G roup  
M e n 's , W om en's & K id 's
ATHLETIC SHOES
PAIR
Quantities t  sites limited to stock on hand Advertised merchandise may be available at sale 
prices in upcoming sales events. Regular original and current prices are offering prices only 
and may or may not have resulted in sales. The prices in this ad represent our current every 
day prices unless otherwise noted. Price may change after 6-9/91.
Copeland’s Sports
9 6 2  M O N TE R E Y  STREET
S A N  LU IS O B IS P O
HOURS M O N WED 10 6. THURS 10 9. FRI 10 7.
SAT 10 7. SUN 11 5
OH looks for silver lining 
amongst cloud of changes
R Although unsure about what proposed restructuring would do, both 
the department head and the Ag dean are confident OH will still thrive.
By Cindy Lee
Staff Writer
Despite the fact that the or­
namental horticulture depart­
ment faces restructuring, the OH 
department head and the dean of 
the Sch(K)l of Agriculture insist 
that the result of the changes 
will not be that bad.
Ron Regan, head of the or­
namental horticulture depart­
ment, said, “We need to reassure 
(the students) that there is an 
OH department, and that it will 
be here next year.”
Regan said as the week set­
tles down, he will begin to talk to 
the ornamental horticulture 
faculty about the changes the 
department might be seeing by 
fall quarter. Members of the 
department met with President 
Warren Baker and Vice Presi­
dent of Academic Affairs Robert 
Koob at 4 p.m. on Thursday, pos­
sibly to discuss final changes to 
the OH program. Results of that 
meeting were not known at 
presstime.
The current budget-cut 
proposal calls for faculty layoffs 
and the incorporation of many 
classes from the OH department 
into the landscape architecture 
department beginning next year.
Lark Carter, dean of the 
Sch(M)l of Aifriculture, said that 
the OH department, as well as 
the other departments affected 
in the School of Agriculture, are 
trying to reduce the number of 
layoffs for next year. “We’re 
doing everything to reduce the 
impact of the cuts that have 
come our way,” he said.
“We’re doing the best we can 
with the available resources.” 
“When you have a $10 million 
dollar budget, and they want you
to cut $1 million, it’s difficult,” 
Carter said.
The OH department will be 
losing a couple of faculty mem­
bers next fall. “There are part- 
timers and retirees that won’t be 
coming back next year,” Regan 
said.
The OH department has some 
one-year contract lecturer ap­
pointments that are in jeopardy. 
“We have a commitment. If (the 
lecturers) don’t get re-hired, they 
will be laid off,” Carter said. “All 
of the layoffs will be of non- 
tenured teachers, so we have as 
few layoffs of people as we can.”
Although the size of its faculty 
will be reduced, the ornamental 
horticulture department wants 
to assure its students that their 
classes will be available to them 
next year if at all possible.
“We’re going to do our best to 
offer the students the classes 
they need,” he said.
“There might be a class or so 
that we might not offer next 
year,” Regan said. “We will have 
to wait and see.”
The proposal calls for four of 
OH’s landscape design classes to 
be offered in the landscape ar­
chitecture department as service 
classes.
The landscape architecture 
students also take classes in the 
ornamental horticulture depart­
ment. Regan feels the changes 
can have a positive effect by 
facilitating a closer working 
relationship between depart­
ments.
Earlier rumors stating that 
some programs, including or­
namental horticulture, will be 
completely phased out are un­
true, Carter said.
“The bottom line, so far, that 
has been given to me, has not
been changed,” Carter said. “The 
(President’s Advisory) Commit­
tee has recommended that 
$1,015,000 needs to be reduced 
(from the entire school) at this 
time.” The changes currently 
under discussion are attempting 
to meet the committee’s recom­
mendations with the least harm 
to the Sch(X)l of Agriculture, he 
said.
Wednesday the changes sug­
gested by the School of Agricul­
ture were sent back to the Presi­
dent’s Advisory Committee on 
Budget and Resource Allocations 
for approval. The sch(X)l and the 
OH department must then wait 
for the final decision. Carter 
said.
Carter was not sure when his 
school would know the final 
decision.
Regan said even if the 
proposal for major cuts to the or­
namental horticulture depart­
ment is approved, the depart­
ment has other resources it can 
fall back on.
“The OH department has al­
ways had tremendous alumni 
and industry support,” Regan 
said.
In Januaiy 1990, the Califor­
nia Association of Nurserymen 
gave the OH departm ent 
$107,000 as the first endowed 
professorship on campus in their 
support of the department, 
Regan said.
Within the last six to seven 
years, the department also has 
developed a close working 
relationship with the environ­
mental horticulture industry, 
Regan said.
“Professional horticulturists 
are one of the 10 verging careers 
Sec OH, page 9
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Liberal Arts,” Freberg said. 
“We’ll just have to make new 
relationships and work things 
out.”
She said the psychology and 
human development department 
is rated highly by Cal Poly and is 
only slated for cuts to offset the 
transition to a different sch(X)l. 
“It is frustrating to follow the 
rules and be the one to get penal­
ized,” she said.
The department just received
70 internal transfers (Cal Poly 
students who changed majors), 
and it is getting many more stu­
dents in the fall, she said. “Our 
department does a good job of 
moving students through, and 
I’m concerned that we won’t be 
able keep that up,” she said.
Freberg said she was excited 
about her work on the task force 
and she thinks that every faculty 
member should have that 
chance. “Cal Poly is the only 
CSU that has had faculty input
on budget cuts,” she said.
She has a warning for all stu­
dents. “Be wary of any classes in 
the schedule that don’t have a 
teacher listed,” Freberg said. 
“It’s easier to cancel a class than 
to add one,”
She said that budget cuts are 
painful, “but at least we’re doing 
it ourselves, and the chancellors 
aren’t doing it for us.
“Decisions are being made 
with students in mind and with 
the future in mind.”
If You W ill Graduate in the next 3 months or have graduated in the 
last 3 months we may be able to help you into a N E W  M A Z D A , 
A N Y  N E W  M A Z D A . Even a Miata Convertible with N O  C A SH
O U T  OF Y O U R  PO C K E T and N O  PAYM EN TS for 9 0  days.
CALL US O R  C O M E  BY!
M.izJa Miata
l^ ll.'VMl « Ith 
'pn.iM I'.nk.ici A) Mazda MX'f) tìT Sports C’t'upi’
V a L L B Y L U iE
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achieving the kind of grades and 
success he wanted.
While at Poly, the 22-year-old 
industrial technology senior dis­
covered that he was dyslexic and 
suffered from a form of narcolep­
sy, a condition characterized by 
uncontrolled sleeping attacks.
“It hasn’t hindered my school­
ing too much, just because I 
won’t let it,” said Kapic. “Nar­
colepsy is the most frustrating 
thing, but I’ve found that I have 
always been more productive 
when I’m really busy, so I just 
push myself and live, or thrive, 
on stress.”
Kapic was involved in student 
government through junior high 
school and high school, holding 
offices such as vice president and 
president. More recently, he was 
this year’s community relations 
representative on the ASI Execu­
tive Staff.
Kapic sees one of his roles 
next year as a communicator to 
the students, and hopes that stu­
dents don’t feel intimidated to 
talk with him and become in­
volved with ASI.
“Every year you hear the 
(ASI) president say something 
about the students becoming 
more a part of ASI. You hear it 
over and over, and people just 
disregard it because you never 
see a whole lot of change,” said 
Kapic. “But it really is something 
I want to work hard on and I am 
real excited about our executive 
staff next year.”
Kapic believes that experience 
will be a key factor in benefiting 
next year’s Board of Directors, 
and he is looking forward to 
working with all the members.
OH
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for the 1990s,” Regan said. “They 
are in high demand.”
Regan said the industry is 
concerned that they will not be 
getting the professionals they 
have always been able to get 
from Cal Poly graduates. This 
concern is evident in their sup­
port of the department, Regan 
said.
Meanwhile, students gave 
mixed reactions to the possibility 
of changes in the program.
Matt Blechman, an OH 
junior, said, “It seems like (the 
administration and Agriculture 
department) don’t have very 
many answers yet.”
Blechman said the school of 
agriculture is the backbone of 
Cal Pbly. “Cal Poly is founded on 
agriculture and I don’t think 
(choosing the OH department for 
large cuts) is a wise choice,” he 
said.
Blechm an said the ad­
ministration should have chosen 
a department that is not as 
strong as the agriculture depart­
ment. He is concerned about how 
the changes will affect his time 
at Cal Poly.
Asim Brown, in his first 
¡quarter of OH, said, “I haven’t 
[any problem with (the changes), 
jit sounds like (the department) 
[is keeping (the program) pretty 
[much the same.”
Carter said, “We are going to 
do our best (to ensure) that we 
will have as high quality a 
program as we come through this 
as possible. We will attempt to 
make lemonade out of the 
lemons we’ve got, if at all pos­
sible.”
“We have a fresh group of 
motivated people walking into of­
fice, who also have the ex­
perience that is really needed,” 
Kapic said. “Especially in a time 
when we’re going to need a lot of 
communication to help students 
feel more comfortable with all 
the impacts we’ll see on campus 
next year.”
Kapic says he does not want 
students to think of him as any­
thing more than a student “be­
cause first and foremost, that’s 
what I am.”
“I don’t think of myself any 
differently being (ASI) president 
— just busier. Plus, I have a lot 
of people around me, that if they 
ever thought my head was get­
ting big. I’d get a big kick in the 
butt,” Kapic said.
He credits his fraternity. 
Lambda Chi Alpha, with helping 
him attain his position and said 
his fraternity brothers are his 
best fnends and biggest support.
Kapic rushed in spring 1988, 
and was chapter president in 
1989.
“They’ve always been there to 
support me, and I’d give the 
world to those guys,” he said. 
“It’s really helped me grow as a 
person, to understand myself 
and how to communicate with 
people.”
Kapic said he and Shawn 
Warren, next year’s ASI execu­
tive vice president, have worked 
hard on establishing a good rap­
port with Mayor Ron Dunin, 
Police Chief Jim Gardiner and 
other city officials.
Kapic feels that student-com­
munity relations will be a major 
function of the Board of Directors 
next year.
Kapic also said he is excited 
about working with the new eth­
nic relations representative, 
Roger DeLeon, an industrial 
technology senior. Kapic said he 
thinks ethnic diversity on cam­
pus is definitely an important 
issue.
Commenting on the proposed 
budget reductions, Kapic said he 
does not see any straight right or 
wrong answer to the problem. He 
says, however, that the more he 
learns about the restructuring 
process, the more he is im­
pressed with how things have 
been handled.
“It is a really complicated 
situation, but I see some of the 
restructuring as healthy because 
of a better allocation of resour­
ces,” Kapic said. “There is only so 
much money, though, so what do 
you do? Obviously, nobody will 
come out a winner.”
Kapic says he is enjoying the 
job already, although the con­
troversy  su rrou n d in g  the 
propriety of a meeting called by 
the Athletic Department to en­
dorse Kapic during the April 
elections was disappointing.
“I’d like to think I won the 
election for running an honest 
campaign,” Kapic said. “I wasn’t 
made to sound like it, even 
though I did everything in my 
power to try and do that — and 
that was the biggest bummer of 
the whole thing.”
Kapic said students need to 
realize that as ASI president, he 
doesn’t have “all the power” and 
is not going to be able to change 
the world.
But he also said “I will do my 
very best to represent all the stu­
dents on this campus.”
M in i V a u l t  S t o r a g e
Individual vaults, 7'x7'x8‘
Clean, Secured Warehouse 
Convenient location (close to downtown) 
Call for Rates
Sandercock Transfer & Storage 543-6163
"Serving San Luis Obispo Since 1873"
PRODUCTION
ENGINEER
At Echelon Corporation, our breakthrough LON® or “ Local 
Operating Network" technology makes products become 
more efficient, and more competitive. That kind of technol­
ogy means exciting ground floor engineering opportunities 
for you. Brand new product, brand new group. Connect with 
Echelon as a Production Engineer.
This entry-level position will lead you to a career in our R&D, 
Marketing or Manufacturing groups. Combine your technical 
strength and interest in business as you work with R&D and 
Manufacturing to improve our computer and communica­
tions products. You will provide technical solutions to 
production personnel, customers and suppliers as well as 
help develop high-volume, high-quality products.
This high-visibility assignment requires a BSEE in circuits or 
computer systems along with excellent communications and 
teamwork skills. An MSEE and electronics industry experi­
ence are a plus.
Echelon offers competitive salary, benefits and a unique 
work environment. To apply for this position, or to inquire 
about other opportunities available, please send a cover 
lette*' and resume to; Echelon Corporation, Human Re­
sources, 4015 Miranda Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304; or FAX 
to (415) 856-6153. EOE.
ECHELON
L0NW0KK9". Simply essential.
Ik
Unbelievable low prices on selected Cal Poly clothing, 
general reading books, school supplies, gifts and morel 
Save up to 75%l Shop early for the best selection 
- while supplies last!
Open Evenings Mon j j i . -  Thurs 'til 7:00 pm
EIG>rioJl!:^  Bookstore
M U S T A N G
D A IL Y
WOULD 
LIKE TO 
THANK 
ALL THE 
ADVERTISERS 
WHO
SUPPORTED 
THE 
PAPER 
DURING 
THE
COURSE 
OF 
THE 
YEAR
THANK 
YOU!
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1991 management 
salary figures show 
seven over $100,000
■ Personnel official says managers’ salaries 
at Poly are low compared to other CSUs.
By Tracey Adams
Staff Writer
Salaries for Cal P oly ’s 
management personnel have just 
been released. Figures show that 
as of Jan. 1, 18 managers are 
receiving $90,000 per year and 
six of these managers are being 
paid over $100,000 per year, not 
counting President Warren 
Baker. Three of the managers 
who hurdled the $100,000 mark 
did it as a result of raises this 
year.
Bernice Glinski of the Califor­
nia State Employees Association 
said she was concerned about the 
large number of high salaries 
shown in the 1991 figures.
“Cal Poly has even hired three 
new MPP (Management Perstm- 
nel Plan) p>eople,” said Glinski.
“We’re pretty upset.”
Glinski could not specify who 
the new MPP employees were, 
and the Personnel department 
said Thursday it could not give 
the names of these people by 
presstime due to the research 
time it would take to find them.
Jan Pieper, director of Person­
nel and Employee Relations, said 
these salary figures are in line 
with the increases in comparable 
positions nationwide.
“We don’t pay excessive 
salaries, in fact we are com­
parably low to other CSU cam­
puses,” said Pieper.
Cal Poly’s dean’s salaries 
range from $92,000 to $102,000 
per year.
Iheper said there has been no 
money budgeted for raises in 
next year’s salaries, not even for 
step increases for faculty and 
staff. Step increases is a system
Cal Poly Manajgement Annual Salaries, •  ^
(effective January 1, 1991)
NAME TITLE SALARY
Warren Baker President $124,020
Robert Koob V.P. for Academic Affairs $112,884
Arthur Gloster V.P. for Information Systems $106.080
James Nash Director of Student Health Services $104,748
James Landreth V.P. for Business Affairs $104,184
Peter Lee Dean, School of Engineering $102,672
G. Day Ding Dean, SAED $100,980
Hazel Scott V.P.for Student Affairs $98,052
Lark Carter Dean of School of Agriculture $96,000
Phillip Bailey Dean. SOSAM $94,668
Syndey Ribeau Dean, School of Liberal Arts $94,608
Harry Busselen, Jr. Dean. School of Prof. Studies $93,084
Glenn Irvin Assoc. V.P. - Academic Affairs,
Academic Programs $93,084
Walter Perlick Interim Dean, School of Business $92,004
Jan Pieper Director of Personnel/Employee Relations $91,752
Doug Gerard Dean - Facilities Administration $91,752
David Walch Dean, Library Services $91,380
Walter Mark Director, Institutional Studies $90,504
__ Frank Lebens_______ Associate V. P. /Academic Resources $90.000
SOURCE: PERSONNEL AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
where faculty and staff receive a 
set salary for a certain category. 
They get increases every year 
until they reach the top salary 
for that category, then move up a
A o*A on »A x n »i:K *roB »K A 0  » z t a
PANHELLENIC PRESENTS:
FALL KU5H
SEPTEMBER 20-23rd 1991
For More Information Call:
Krioty Batta0 lla 549-9764 or stop by UU217
Make the  M ost o f  Your College Years...
G e t Involved in Cal Poly's Greek System I
A<D»AOn»AXn»i;K«r<I>B»KA© » z t a
A p p l e  d a y s  c o u n t d o w n
Mac Classics
$ 1199.00
LAST DAYS 
TO BUY 
BEFORE YOU 
GRADUATE!
Sale Ends 
June 15th
Sales limited to students, staff 
and faculty of Cal Poly.
Mac LCs
12" Hi Res Mono
$1849.00
12" Hi Res Color
$2049.00
HP DeskWriter 
Printer
$439.00 Apple StyleWriter Printer
$399.00
ElG>rrallL^Book5tDre
Computer Department: X 5 311
“step.”
“This (1990-91) raise may be 
the last raise these people 
(faculty, staff and managers) see 
in a long time,” she said.
Pieper said there has been no 
official discussion o f pay 
decreases, although it has been 
suggested during budget cut dis­
cussions.
NATION
From page 3
NASA flight director Randy 
Stone said. “But it’s always the 
better part of valor to analyze 
things in their entirety and un­
derstand all of the options you 
have in front of you, and that’s 
what we’re doing.”
The engineers planned to 
duplicate the problem Friday on 
the shuttle Discovery at Kennedy 
Space Center.
Stone si\id a spacewalk, if 
necessary, probably wouldn’t 
occur before Sunday. The 
likeliest day would be Tuesday, a 
slow research day that would
have the least impact on medical 
work being conducted by the 
astronauts, he said.
Two of the seven astronauts 
— Tamara Jernigan and James 
Bagian — are trained to perform 
spacewalking repairs, including 
manual closing of the two cargo 
bay doors. Bagian, a physician, is 
one of four medical specialists on 
board who are conducting blood 
tests and other experiments on 
one another.
The cargo bay d(K)rs must be 
closed for Columbia to make re­
entry through the atmosphere 
June 14 or the ship could bum 
up.
(IFF PACK
•  3-PACK OF JAM & JELLY»
•  SABROSA SALSA,
WILD MUSTANG BBQ SAUCE, 
PEPPER JACK & JAIAPENO 
CHEDDAR CHEESES»
BOXED AND READY TO WRAP OR SHIP
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Campus rape crisis center supporters start petition
■ Organizers hope to gather 3,000 signatures by fall quarter. They will then submit the petition to President Baker.
By Anne McMahon 
staff Writer_________
Lending your support to the 
idea of an on-campus rape 
crisis center can be as easy as 
signing on the dotted line.
The Coalition for a Campus 
Rape Crisis Center launched a 
c a m p u s  p e t i t i o n  dr ive  
Thursday in the U.U., and will 
be collecting signatures again 
today in front of the library 
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
The petitions also will be
circulated on campus and 
throughout the community 
during summer quarter.
Organizers hope to collect 
3,000 signatures by the begin­
ning of fall quarter, when they 
will submit the signed petitions 
to Cal Poly President Warren 
Baker.
In part, the petition states:
I believe California Polytech­
nic State University qt San 
Luis Obispo has q respon­
sibility. both leffal and moral.
to provide for the basic safety 
and physical and mental well­
being o f its student body.
This responsibility must he 
met, and doing so necessitates 
the implementation o f a com­
prehensive rape awareness, 
prevention and response policy 
under the leadership of a rape 
crisis professional working out 
o f a campus rape crisis center.
Drenda Drechsler, executive 
director of Rape Crisis Center
of San Luis Obispo, favors the 
idea.
She said this week that she 
would like to see “more of a 
working relationship” between 
the Cal Poly community and 
the off-campus agencies that 
are now providing services to 
rape survivors.
“Especially because it seems 
that there is not a recognized 
resource at Cal Poly for sur­
vivors or people just interested 
in finding out more about rape
prevention and education,” 
Drechsler said.
Mary Storey, a Cal Poly his­
tory junior, is a spokesperson 
for the coalition. She said the 
group has received the endorse­
ments of Rape Crisis Center of 
San Luis Obispo, the local 
chapter of the National Or­
ganization of Women (NOW), 
and the SART (Suspected As-, 
sault Response Tbam) office at 
San Luis Obispo General 
Hospital.
Classmed
Campus Clubs
! AERO SMOKER !
DINNER,ENTERTAINMENT,NOSTRESS 
TONIGHT 6PM CAMP SLO OFFICER'S 
CLUB.TIX AT DOOR OR CALL X3457
A niiO U D C G nientS
AL PH A C R isi s P REG N ANC Y CE NTE R^ "^ 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-CARE 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
-A FRIEND FOR l if e -
m u s t a n g  d a i l y ”
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
“ FjEW FORMAT MCAT TESTS! TEST IN 
SEPTEMBER? PRACTICE, PRACTICE, 
PRACTICE! HYPERLEARNING HAS 
TWO FULL-LENGTH TESTS, WITH 
GREAT EXPLANATIONS, $60 
NOTHING LIKE THIS ON THE 
MARKET! CALL 800-843-4973
SENIOR PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY 
CALL GREG for a Quote 541-0135
Personals
AUDREY.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
I hope It’s great, even tho’
It's during finals! Love, Laura
BiWM-Conquer your fear NOW!
Find in you that spark of life 
that perpetuates your every 
breath Reach for me-your hold 
is weak, look for me-you blind 
yourself, listen for me-too much 
talk. Find PASSION in New Times.
JEFF^.
I LOVE YOU!!
ENOUGH SAID!
Europe hara wa coma!
Kath
P.S.I had to got in one last ad!l!
KAREN, g r a c e ", 
ROBYN, AUDREY, 
KRISTINA & KAREN, 
BRANDON
I'm going to miss you 
guys next year! Best of luck, 
and thanks for all the great 
times! Don’t forget to write...
Love, Laura
P.S. There's still summer!
T O K ^  A.E.T.F.,
ALREADY MISSING YOU.
I’LL THINK OF YOU ALWAYS!
LOVE YOU LOTS, BROWN EYES.
Greek News
A<I> LORI KEITZ - Have a great 
summer! I'll miss ya! Luv, TIFF
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW 
DELTA CHI EXECUTIVE BOARD!! 
PRES. STEVEN URRUTIA 
V.P. MARK WHITELEY 
SEC. ALAN LADRILLONO 
TREAS. KIRK POLLACK 
ALUMNI COR. JON GIBBENS 
SGT. AT ARMS DAN LESCURE 
SOCIAL PAUL FUSCHLIN 
LET’S ROCK N' ROLL!!
OA©
Would like to Congratulate 
all of The Brothers who have
GRADUATED
YOU WILL ALL BE MISSED 
GOOD LUCK
KAO GRACE
Congratulations!
Well you your candlepassing...
finally! Ha, ha! I wish you and 
Mike the best of luck! Love, Laura
OKA
WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL THEIR 
DATES FOR ATTENDING THE 
DREAMGIRL FORMAL
TAMMY COSSETTE
YOUR IK  SR BUDDY LOVES YOU
THE BROTHERS OF 
PHI DELTA THETA 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
LEE CODDING
and ALPHA PHI
ALEXANDRA
LUCAS
on Their recent 
Lavaliering
To all the Betas who are 
graduating, we want to 
congratulate you and wish you 
the best of luck from the 
house. All yours in -KAI-
L o s t  &  P o u n d
$50 00 REWARD: WHT TREK 850 MTN 
BIKE STOLEN ON 5/20. 756-2281
FOUND: Medium Cal Poly Sweatshirt 
found in Building 10 rm 222. Claim 
@ Lost&Found in State Warehouse
LÖST
RUBBER CYLINDER WITH 
SQUARE METAL PLATES ON ENDS 
BLACK ABOUT 3in. LONG REWARD 
CALL 545-9540.
I l i i l l i l i iH
’"help!’"’
I neea 1 graduation 
ticket for 4 PM ceremony 
I will pay good money!! 
Contact Carol 544-2610
H^ LPii
I NEED 3-5 GRAD TlX FOR 4PM 
Will pay $$, Call Michelle 
541-9130
SUMMER SUBLET
need 3 fern rmmts, close to 
Poly, fully furn, xtras 
$200/mo OBO 543-1567
WANTED 
GRAD TlX FOR 
4PM CEREMONY!
CALL 544 0572.
Services
Need storage for summer? 
Reasonable rates. 543-5081
STEVE’S FITNESS WAREHOUSE
OPENING SAT JUNE 8 
All items in store on sale 
Aerobic wear, weight belts, bags, 
suppliments, crazy wear gear.
179 Granada Dr. #1 near 24 Hr. Gym 
OPEN 10 TO 5 SAT 12 TO 4 SUN
LEARN TO BE A TRAVEL AGENT
in 10 weeks. Hands-on cofiiputer 
SABRE training and more. Enroll 
now for summer classes. Call 
543-7301. ravel Schools West.
i m p i d y m e n t  j
GOVERNMENT J M  $16;i040-$59.230i^R 
Call (1) 805-962-8000 Ext R-10081 
for current federal list
Live-in maintenance/lt. house­
keeping at AG ranch 'or summer 
489-0908
•W.VJWtW' .NW.V.S'.VA'.*
$01©
FOR SALE: 1988 RED YAMAHA RIVa ' 
125 $700 OBO CALL DEBBY 545 8962
FUTON
Mattress, mattress cover & frame 
Like new. $125 Call Mike 545-7976.
NEW O ’NEIL SPRINGSUIT 
$95 O B O CALL 541 5421
WANTED: USED MACINTOSH 
SE/30,LC,classic,etc. 545-8607
M opeds & C ycles
84 HONDA AERÒ 125 $400 543-6140 
DIRT BIKE HELMT $70 MIKE
HONDA ELITE 250-Frwy legal, 
dependable- $800 542 0907
SAVE ENVIRONMENT & MONEY 
1983 HONDA 50 SCOOTER 
$350 546-9108 BONNIE
Bicycles
5-SPEED 
CRUISER 
FOR SALE!
$100 obo-Call 546-9855
f l i i i W I f l i l l l i i f
79 TOYOTA COROLLA LIFT BACK 
RUNS GREAT AM/FM CASS $1300/OBO 
528-8533 eves 549-5281 days
85 LE BARON CONVERT MANY XTRAS 
M CROSS 91K $5250 OBO 773 0549
87 JEEP CHEROKEE 4WD 4DR 46KMI 
$10900 OBO 773-0549 MESSAGE OK
Summer Sublet
3 Bdrm House Close to Poly 
Washer/Dryer $585/mo. or $195/rm. 
Negotiable 541-1125 or 543-4238.
Summer Sublet Lrg House 
Own Rm $225 in Lgn Lake Fum. 
Call Greg 545-9494
SUMMER SUBLET
2BDRM CONDO, BLOCK FROM POLY 
2YRS OLD #545-0656
CHEAP!!!
Walk To Poly
5 BD/2 BA HOUSE AVAIL 6-16-91 
THRU 6-15-92. NEXT TO LUCKY’S 
ALREADY POSSIBLE SUMMER SUBLET 
$1700/MONTH $1500/DEPOSIT 
324 CERRO ROMAULDO 
CALL DAVE 544-7589
CALMIN W4D suste, 
\N0ULD 'KXJ CO^ AE 
fAY OfFtce, PLE^se^
6-7
r r  wfrs A a  u is . T
FAUU.WR.S?rm£! .
I N - / W ’S A U E .I 
SHESTAm 
IT/
I lU N O T R PA SS 
P O N T H W kU S/.'
m s*
y\^ u\juuu\ju  u u u u u u  uoo <
IV « S « » IE IK B íE  
DEAD.'' —
Homed 1er Sale ,
’’’’’’BEsf’PRiCED’c ’ON’
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS. 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
Live rent free, parents invest in 
this 2 bed condo on golf course 
with views $169,000 Agt 544-0948
ALFA ROMEO 
MILANO
1937-PLATINUM MODEL-MOMO WHEELS 
EXCLNT COND. LOW MILEAGE 
$10,500 OBO Call Pablo 545-8573
VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE 1984 
EXCELLENT CONDITION MUST SEE 
$6500 or offer 544-1898
3 RMS IN LARGE CONDO 
FULLY FURNISHED WASH/DRY/HBO  
2RMS FOR $220 1 RM $240 544-4253
CHRISTIAN RMMT TO SHARE RM IN 
SPACIOUS TWNHSE FOR SUMMER. 
$200 CLOSE TO POLY 544-8702
FE"MALE r o o m m a t e  w a n t e d  o w n  Rmt
BATH/2 BED Rm Apt/POOL/BALCONY/ 
FIREPLACE QUIET.NONsmoker, NO 
PETS $375/mo AVAIL 6-15 544-1294
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 
LARGE CONDO STARTING FALL FOR 
INFO CALL MICHELLE 542-0455
ROOM 4 RENT
Own room in Pine Creek Condo 
12 month lease $320/mo. 
Available for next year.
2 rooms available.
Call Dan at 408-629-9916 or 
evenings at 544-4382.
ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F 
ROOM AVAIL IN CLEAN HOUSE 
LOTS OF EXTRAS. OWN RM/SHARE 
BATH 300.00 MONTH, UTILS PAID 
CALL 541-4998
SUMMER SUBLET
1 male to share Ig bdrm w/bal- 
cony & full bath. Close to 
Poly & dowtn. Fully furn w/VCR 
TV, stereo, firepi, micro 
$165 ♦ util O.B.O. 546-0665
1 bdrm in Los Osos 
W/D GAR Furn.
Call 528-4758
1 BEDROOM WITH 2 GARAGES- 
HARDWOOD FLOORS-AVAIL. 9-4 -$575 
STEVE 543-8370
2 BEDROOM WITH GARAGE-HARDWOOD 
FLOORS-449 NO CHORRO-AVAIL 6-16 
$650 STEVE 543-8370
2-3 people needed 4 sumnter 
sblt In 2-bdrm hse rent nego.
Hse also avi 4 next school yr.
Call 544-1157.
3 YR OLD 3BR 3BA. K lfCH WITH 
RANGE. OVEN. DISHWASHER, WASHER 
DRYER. LRG LR/DR WITH FIREPL 
2 CAR GARAGE -f EXTRA PARKING. 
ROSS 544-1705
Cedar Creek Condo 65-H overlooking 
POOL-AVAIL 6-16 3 PEOPLE @ $900 
OR 4 @ $1040 SHAWN 542-0438
FOOTHILL HACIEn OX NOW LEAs INg  
LRG.FURNISHED 2BED+2BATH 
CABLE-rWATER PD. IDEAL FOR 4 
ROOMMATE S($235/MO.EACH) 
$940/mo*400 DEPOSIT/10MNTH LSE 
1BLK FROM POLY-190 CALIF BLVD. 
DAN-481-1575 ALEX-545-8078.
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Beach State has come up with 
are a 7-percent cut to the univer­
sity’s eight schools and a 10-per- 
cent cut to targeted support 
areas.
“(The distribution of) the 7- 
percent reduction (within each 
school) is left to the discretion of 
the dean,” Assistant Vice Presi­
dent for Administration and 
P'inance IVd Kadownki said.
“The schools will also receive 
enrollment relief because they 
will have less capacity to teach 
students,” Kadowaki said.
The targeted areas that are 
proposed to have a 10-percent 
cut include an art museum, ath­
letics, the audiovisual depart­
ment and other small centers 
which will be added eventually to
one of the eight major schools, 
Kadowaki said.
Sacramento State has an en­
tirely different idea. The recom­
mendation for the cuts involves a 
two-step plan.
The first step is to cut 8 per­
cent of the 1991 allocation of 
most areas of the university. The 
second step is that saved funds 
will be used for priorities on cam­
pus.
“We haven’t eliminated any 
particular area,” Vice President 
of Finance Mernoy Harrison 
said. “We have a very decentral­
ized structure which allows each 
department to decide where to 
cut programs.”
The 8 percent-cut proposal al­
lows some extra money to be fed 
back into areas considered more
important.
“We created a little pile of 
money for high (priority 
programs) to make up for the 8- 
percent cut,” Harrison said.
The additions to priority areas 
are $135,000 to student assis­
tance computer labs, $100,000 to 
administrative computer ac­
tivities, $111,000 to general 
education, $100,000 to supplies 
for new facilities and $80,000 to 
the library so it can maintain 
library hours.
Administrators contacted at 
other universities felt that 
taking the cuts from a broad 
spectrum of areas would prevent 
the devastation of a specific area. 
This tactic also would create a 
sense of stability while undergo­
ing such a transitional time.
ASI
From page 1
(white students) a place on the 
committee.
Two more amendments to the 
bill were made, however, during 
the meeting. One of the “student 
at large” positions was changed 
to an Interhall Council repre­
sentative, to be appointed by In­
terhall Council.
This was done to ensure that 
the dorms, where many ethnical­
ly-underrepresented students 
live, were represented on the 
committee, said Interhall Coun­
cil Representative Gabe Joynt.
The other “student at large” 
was amended to read “(ethnic) 
majority student at large,” to be 
appointed by the selection com­
mittee.
Several Board members felt 
the need to specify “majority stu­
dent” to ensure that at least one 
committee member represented 
the ethnic majority.
Roland Fumasi, director for 
the School of Agriculture, said, 
“If you go into the background of 
the bill, it says that multicul­
tural sensitivity and awareness 
should be a vital component in 
higher education. I believe that 
to be not only creating sensitivity 
and awareness between different 
underrepresented groups but 
also between underrepresented 
g r o u p s  and  n o n - u n d e r -  
represented (white) groups.”
In additional business, a 
resolution which would allow 
ASI to enter into a letter of
Congradualations
Grads!
Let us be the first to 
give you a present
Optomctric S«fvic»» o f S*n Luii Obitpo
David A. Schulu, O .D .
Coniaci Lenses and Unique Eyewear
77  8 M a r s h  S t r e e t ,  S L O  5 4 3 - 5 2 0 0
Free! Gas Permeable 
Contact Lens Disinfection 
System
I
lijvtdA. VhuHi. 0.0 
Canuta Lenm Umqu« f 
7 7 M M j  f « h  S i r e  e I . S I O  S 4 |  S 2 0 0
iniÜil
Free! AOSEPT 
Disinfection System
D«vid A VhuHf. G O Cortucl Irrrnn Unique Cyewe*r
« • ( • h S I r e e l ,  5 1 (Y % 4 i  5 1 0 0
TH€ 
ŒLLfiR
kx;alcd in the Dexlcr Building
p :  ] ■ !  ■  ■
Mondayf-Friday 
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credit/guarantee with a lending 
institution was also passed un­
animously by the Board.
The letter of credit/guarantee 
will secure a $1.4 million line of 
credit to cover cost overruns for 
the Recreation Sports, Physical 
Education and Events Center.
Roger Conway, ASI executive 
director, said that approving the 
letter of credit/guarantee would 
mean “the pledging of not only 
the income stream of the Univer­
sity Union ... but we’re also 
pledging ASI assets.”
Another resolution, this one 
recommending the development 
of a leadership program on cam­
pus, was passed unanimously 
with little discussion.
GREAT DENTAL PLAN 
fffflK$4.75 PER MONTH
Smile Saver Agency 
1-800-343-9174
Going Out of Business!
ENDS THIS SUNDAY
From page 1
Ramos, who participated in 
the ROTC program while attend­
ing Cal Poly, said he only went 
through a commissioning  
ceremony for ROTC when he left 
the university.
“Here’s a chance for me to go 
a graduation ceremony when I’ve 
never gone to one before,” he 
said.
The title of his address will be 
“Beyond the Cuesta Grade.” 
Ramos said he wants to remind 
students that they live in a mul­
ticultural society.
“(Cal Poly) SLO is not a com­
muter school,” he said. “It’s iso­
lated. We need to remember 
there’s a bigger world out there.”
Ramos said he plans to stress 
the importance of learning other 
languages and cultures in order 
to acclimate and succeed in a 
diverse sixiiety.
While Ramos said he is l(M)k- 
ing forward to speaking at com­
mencement, he said “I am com­
ing back with mixed emotions,” 
because of the proposed cuts to 
his former major.
“I was really l(X)king forward 
to it (speaking at commence­
ment), and then I learned about 
what’s going on,” Ramos said. “It 
makes you stop and wonder.”
Ramos wrote a letter protest­
ing changes to President Warren 
Baker and faxed copies to the 
journalism department and Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
Robert Koob on June 4. He said 
so far he has received no 
response.
Meanwhile, Ramos said he is 
not alone is his concern over the 
department. “There are a lot of 
grads like me that want to do 
something, but think it’s already 
a done deal.”
“I give money to the depart­
ment every year,” he said. “I’d 
have mixed emotions about con­
tinuing contributions (if the 
major was largely restructured 
or destroyed).”
Ramos joined the Times staff 
in 1978, and has covered a wide 
range of topics including the 
First Interstate Bank building 
fire in downtown Los Angeles, 
local Latino affairs, the kidnap­
ping of newspaper heiress Patty 
Hearst and the liability trial over 
a 1986 midair collision of two 
airplanes that killed 86 people.
Ramos currently writes about 
U.S. immigration-related issues 
and breaking news events. He 
was a major contributor to the^Pacific Pride^
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Times’ coverage of the Loma 
Prieta earthquake in 1989.
Ramos has held several posi­
tions at the Times, including as­
sistant city editor in the Los An­
geles and Orange County edi­
tions, chief of the paper’s River- 
side-San Bernardino bureau, 
nightside police reporter and 
general assignment reporter.
In 1983, Ramos and Frank 
Sotomayor, a Times assistant 
metropolituii ediUir, began work 
on the series that received print 
journalism’s highest honor, the 
Pulitzer Prize. For three weeks, 
the Times examined the lives 
and aspirations of the 3 million 
Latinos who live in California’s 
13 southern counties.
Ramos and Sotomayor led a 
team of 17 Chicano reporters and 
photogp-aphers in the production 
of the series. In addition to edit­
ing the series, Ramos wrote one 
of the stories about returning to 
his childhood home in East Los 
Angeles.
The gold medal was the first 
ever won by Chicano journalists 
in the history of the prestigious 
prize.
In 1972, Ramos helped estab­
lish the California Chicano News 
Media Association, a non-profit 
group of professional journalists 
based at the University of 
Southern California. The group 
holds workshops and offers 
scholarships in an effort to en­
courage Latinos and other 
minority group members to enter 
journalism. Ramos has served on 
the board of directors for many 
years, and is 1991’s association 
president.
He is also a founding member 
of the National Association of 
Hispanic Journalists. Ramos is a 
senior guest lecturer at USC and 
teaches an undergraduate jour­
nalism course on news reporting.
While attending Cal Poly, 
Ramos served at various times 
as the editor-in-chief, city editor, 
sports editor and a reporter for 
the Mustanfi Daily. In 1983 he 
was honored ns the Distin­
guished Alumnus representing 
the university’s School of Arts 
and Humanities.
During this year’s commence­
ment ceremonies, degrees will lx* 
conferred on more than 3,300 
candidates  for bachelor ’ s 
degrees, master’s degrees and 
technical certificates. The 10 
a.m. ceremony will include can­
didates from the university’s 
Schools of Agriculture, Engineer­
ing, and Science and Mathe­
matics. The second ceremony at 
4 p.m. will include candidates 
from the Schools of Architecture 
and Environmental Design, 
Business, Liberal Arts, and 
Professional Studies.
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